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SALES:  Media Buyers Miss the Boat

Younger demos are in demand – something we see at JRN.  The conventional 
wisdom is that older people won’t change brand loyalty.  Well-known 
demographer and baby-boomer expert Ken Dychtwald disagrees.  
“Marketers shouldn't fall into the trap that there is nothing they can do to
change the minds of baby boomers.  This is one of the great myths of 
our time.  20% of boomers have changed religions, 50% have changed 
spouses -- you think they’re not going to change toothpaste?”  Of 
course many local-direct advertisers already know better.  They get real
results using stations with boomer formats like Smooth Jazz or Oldies.  

“Youth is not where marketers will find the growth, money and consumption,” 
insists Dychtwald, who heads the Age Wave research company.  “The 
40- to 60-year-old age group comprises $2.1 trillion in spending power, 
and they are leading spenders in categories such as movie tickets, 
computer hardware and software, internet shopping, cellphones and 
home electronics.”  Recently the Media Audit reported that the 50+ 
population has grown almost 15% in just five rears, to 51.1 million.  The
percentage with incomes of $75,000 or more has increased from 17.8%
to 22.1%.  According to Advertising Age boomers are 39% of the adult 
population, but they account for half of all automobile sales.

Another contrast surfaced when the Media Audit compared women 35-54 to their
18-34 counterparts.  The older group leads in every income category (32% to 
21% for incomes over $75,000, for example).   And they comprise 30% more 
population.

“Radio’s failure to sell effectively outside the 25-54 safe zone signals a narrowing
of the medium’s overall reach,” writes Fred Jacobs in Radio & Records.  “It 
makes us even more vulnerable to new-media predators that are only too eager 
to provide programming alternatives.  Instead of altering formats that have strong
ratings and loyal audiences, radio needs to rethink its overall sales and 
marketing focus.”  TV Land, with a cable television audience that’s about 70% 
boomers, is already leading the way.   “Salespeople need to be taught the value 
of adult formats and how to market these passionate, loyal audiences,“ the 
Jacobs Media president warns.  “Radio can’t afford to relinquish its franchise 
formats to satellite radio.” 



SALES:  Schools and Instruction

On March 24 we asked the Online Music Panel about planned expenditures in 
their households over the next 12 months in the area of educational or 
instructional services:

College or university 40.3%
Music instruction 20.2%
Other sports instruction 17.9%
Vocational training   9.0%
Driving instruction   8.9%
Dance instruction   7.1%
Martial arts instruction   5.6%
Gymnastics instruction   4.5%
Skating instruction   1.1%

Sample: 268 persons age 25-64

The latest statistics from the Department of Education show that the number of 
Americans age 45 to 69 enrolled in adult education increased 23%, from 22.6 
million in 1995 to 27.9 million in 1999.    

SALES:  Radio Gets Results

The Radio Advertisers Bureau is offering some nice jingles with the “Radio Gets 
Results” theme, which it debuted at the RAB ’06 Conference in Dallas.  The 
jingles were created by TM Century in seven different format styles, including 
Smooth Jazz.  RAB members and non-members alike can download the jingles 
for free at www.rab.com.  Three of the Smooth Jazz cuts are also posted on our 
JRN Smooth Jazz web page under Programming/ Audio.     

GENERIC HOURS:  Be Prepared

Every week each of our air personalities does an hour that’s free of dated or 
daypart references.  The hour is preceded by relay closure 14.  That makes it 
easier for you to record any or all of these hours for use in an emergency, such 
as a loss of your satellite reception for any reason.  That could be a receiver or 
dish problem, or the brief predictable sun outages that occur for a few days twice 
a year.

When playing a generic hour you won’t have network relay closures, so any local
elements will have to be inserted manually.  But you will avoid losing listeners, 
and possibly ratings.  Not only will you be sure to stick to your format, but this will

http://www.rab.com/


also be far easier and “smoother” than scrambling for some CD’s.  And if you 
store generic hours from each of our people, you can even arrange for the same 
jock to continue on the air during an outage.  We recommend recording new 
generic hours regularly.

Because our weekend line-up has changed recently, there have been a few 
revisions.  Here’s the new schedule of generic hours:

Monday 4:00 AM ET Mike Garrett
Tuesday 2:00 PM ET Keith Riker
Wednesday 10:00 AM ET Lynn Hughes
Wednesday 8:00 PM ET Loni Taylor 
Friday A.M. 12:00 Midnight ET Steve Michaels
Saturday 6:00 AM ET Al Vincent
Sunday 6:00 AM ET Kenny Cortes
Sunday 5:00 PM ET John Evans
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